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Situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina

SUBMITTED TO:

The Historical Security Council – 1994

The Historical Security Council – 1994,
1
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Alarmed by the lack of productivity of the Vance-Owen plan discussed during the London International
Conference,
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Deeply regretting the casualties and loss of life in the recent conflict in Sarajevo,
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Also noting with concern the resignation of the general,
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Convinced that it is time for this council to act, and provide the aid and military support that BosniaHerzegovina needs,
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1. Mandates United Nations’ (UN) peacekeeping forces to begin active steps in preventing the seizure or
hinderance of humanitarian aid reaching at-risk populations;
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2. Requests that the Secretary General immediately begins the process of replacing the recently resigned
general;
3. Establishes that the following States will provide the 4,000 requested peacekeepers to Bosnia-Herzegovina:
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(a) United States of America (USA) will provide 750 peacekeepers;
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(b) United Kingdom (UK) will provide 795 peacekeepers;
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(c) Djibouti will provide 60 peacekeepers;
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(d) Oman will provide 100 peacekeepers;
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(e) Spain will provide 795 peacekeepers;
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(f) Pakistan will provide 1500 peacekeepers;
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4. Calls for the occurance of monthly meetings of principals to discuss missions, provide updates, and discuss
losses with troop contributing nations;
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5. Approves retaliatory defense of safe areas, especially when these attacks on United Nations safe zones
occur during agreed upon cease fires, until the immediate safety of the zone has been reestablished:
(a) These actions will be taken by willing countries under United Nations guidance and approval;
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6. Constructs active defense of key humanitarian ground routes leading into Bosnia-Herzegovinian safe zones,
these well defended supply caravans will not tolerate seizure and undue hindrance to continue the vital humanitarian
mission;
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7. Requests Yugoslavia to allow the immediate resumption of operation of the humanitarian airport in
Sarajevo and non-interference in sustaining the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) airborne humanitarian
mission;
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8. Demands a ceasefire be put into place upheld by United Nations Peacekeepers - for the purpose of
conducting peacetalks between the two sides.
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Passed, Yes: 10 / No: 1 / Abstain: 4
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